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Abstract

The great advance of the communications and the importance gained by the mobile systems have increased the development of WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) applications, nevertheless at the present time do not exist methodologies specifically designed for the WAP applications development process.

However, in the last years, several methodologies for the web applications development process have been proposed. One of them is UWE (UML-based Web Engineering) [1]. Although this methodology has specifically been developed for web applications, the similarity between web and WAP systems allows us to propose the use of it, to generate a design stage approach for WAP applications and then to create a specific extension of UWE to build WAP applications.

In order to obtain this, we present a new UWE based model called WAP navigational model for the navigational design and presentational design steps, which we can use to design WAP systems improving the WAP applications development process.
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1. Introduction

The great advance of the communications and the demanding people needs have increased the hypermedia field. New areas, that require the flexibility of mobile systems, have been born during the last years. However, the hypermedia applications development is extremely complex. Moreover it exist few methodologies appropriately to this type of software, driving to the developers to the omission of the application structural design. This big trouble generally gives a low quality application and makes it susceptible of later corrections. Without exaggerating, the maintenance stage continues being a problem. Not to have the suitable documentation of the application means to transform this process into an exhausting task.

The solution of these problems starts with the creation of a suitable task planning before the application construction. In order to obtain this appears the necessity to define development methodologies that use models and formal design structures, specially oriented to hypermedia software.

The hypermedia system development process usually is done using tools that support only the implementation stage, neglecting the important previous process of analysis and design of the structural navigation and interface aspects. However, in the last years, several methodologies for the web development process have been proposed, some of them are: UWE [1,2,3], HDM (Hypertext Design Model) [4], EORM (Enhanced Object Relationship Model) [5], RMM (Relationship Management Methodology) [6], OOHDM (Object Oriented Hypermedia Design Method) [7], Conallen [8], WSDM (Web Site Design Method) [9], that consider a design previous to the system
construction and offer a group of techniques, to gather, in different abstract models the specifications from the hypermedia system to develop.

Now, due to the importance gained by the mobile systems like cellular phones and PDAs (Personal Digital Assistant), it seems coherent to us transfer this approach to the WAP applications field, where are a great amount of weaknesses, since formal models to design WAP applications practically do not exist. Nevertheless, the similarity between web and WAP systems allows us to propose the use of UWE, to generate a design stage approach for WAP applications and then to create a specific extension of UWE to build WAP applications.

This paper is structured as follows: First, Section 2 presents an overview of the UWE methodology, using a study case. Section 3 presents a design stage approach for WAP applications. Section 4 a sketch of the study case implementation, and finally presents some concluding remarks and an overview of future work.

2. UWE Methodology Overview

UWE is a development process for web applications specially focused in the systematization, personalization and semiautomatic generation of applications [10]. In this methodology graphical UML notations with other own ones are combined to design robust applications in three stages. Figure 1 shows the three design stages of UWE.

![Figure 1 The three design stages of UWE.](image)

In order to explain in a better way the use of this methodology, a WAP application called Teaching WAP System will be used. The goal of this application is to allow teachers and assistants to publish news and tutorials for its students for each one of the courses that are being taught. This system will be designed using UWE and it will be constructed for mobile systems using wml, wmlscript and php.

2.1. Conceptual Design

The conceptual design result is the conceptual model of the problem domain. To obtain it, it will be necessary to identify classes, attributes, methods and relations. Therefore, by means of well-known object oriented techniques such as, compositions, specializations and generalization a logical structure able to represent in correct way the problem domain it will be defined. Each element identified in this step will be used in the following one, the defined classes and associations will be the base to create the nodes of the navigation structure and the relations will be used to derive the links among them [11].

It is important to consider as an essential pre-condition to get an appropriate conceptual design, a careful analysis, ideally done using use cases and scenarios [12]. The conceptual model of the problem domain is shown in Figure 2.
2.2. Navigational Design

Navigational design is a critical step in the design of hypermedia applications. One of the main difficulties is to establish a navigational structure that allows the user to navigate in an intuitive way and to avoid him losing the orientation. In order to obtain this, it is necessary to design a hierarchical navigation structure, being careful with the nodes and navigation among them. Moreover, we must remember that the navigation model is a valuable document of the maintenance step.

The navigational design proposes to build two models: The navigational class model and the navigational structure model.

2.2.1 Navigational Class Model

The navigational class model defines a view on the conceptual model obtained in the previous step, where each class of the conceptual model can be visited through navigation in the application. The model is constructed from a set of navigation classes and associations among them. To build this model it is necessary to define which classes of the conceptual model will be part of the navigational class model, these classes will have to take the stereotype "<<Navigational Class>>". The irrelevant classes for the navigation of the application can not be included in this model or simply reduced to attributes of another navigation class. Navigation among navigation classes will be obtained from the associations among classes of the conceptual model, for each link; there will be distinguished a navigational source object and a navigational target object.

In our study case, class Person and class Student are not relevant for the navigation of the application. Therefore attributes of the class Person have been added to the navigation class Professor. Attributes derived from eliminated classes are denoted by a slash (/) before its name. Figure 3 shows the attributes derived from eliminated classes [11].

![Conceptual Model of the Teaching WAP System.](image-url)
Due to the exclusion of class Person and class Student the model of navigation classes results simpler. Figure 4 shows the Navigational Class Model.

2.2.2 Navigational Structure Model

The navigational structure model is based on the navigation class model. It defines the navigation structure of the application and how navigation nodes and contexts [13,14,15] will be visited. A navigation context is formed by a set of navigation nodes that have a common condition. OOHDM introduced this concept to allow different groupings from navigation objects, this way a navigation object can be accessed from different navigation contexts.

To define clearly this model, it is necessary to specify the way in which the navigation nodes and contexts will be accessed, for that purpose; we will use access primitives, such as: indexes, guided tours, queries and menus:

- An index allows a direct access to each element within a navigational context.
- Tour guided allows a sequential access, step by step, to the elements of a navigation context. Tour guided can be controlled by the user or the system.
- A query is a set of elements as result of a SQL sentence executed to the data base.
- A menu is an index of a set of navigational nodes.

Figure 5 shows the stereotypes for the Navigational Structure Model.
In our study case a main menu is the starting point, from this it is possible to access to a teachers list and a subjects list separated by career (Informatics Engineering-4 year career- and Informatics Engineering-6 year career-). From the index of teachers we access to all the subjects taught by the selected teacher. From the index of subjects we access to all the teachers who teaches the selected subject. Once chosen the subject by teacher or the teacher by subject, we can enter to the navigation contexts of the class folder. Then, located in that place we can access to the news and the tutorials of the folder. Figure 6 shows the navigational structure model of the Teaching WAP System is shown.

![Navigational Structure Model of the Teaching WAP System.](image)

### 2.3. Presentational Design

The presentational design gives an abstract representation of the final interface and defines the interaction between the user and navigational nodes. In order to obtain this, UWE proposes to build two diagrams: The static presentational model and the dynamic presentational model.

#### 2.3.1. Static Presentational Model

The static interface model gives an abstract model of the user interface. It allows to show the way in which the navigational structure is presented to the user. The interface model is a sketch of the final interface, decisions about details like sizes, colors, fonts or other specific objects of interface are not considered, because they belong to the implementation stage. In order to obtain this representation, UWE propose, to use user interface object such as: presentational objects, anchors, buttons, texts, forms, images, audio, video, anchored collections and collections. Figure 7 shows the user interface objects.

![User interface object proposed by UWE.](image)
Figure 8 shows three interfaces of our system, in which some of the objects defined in figure 7 are identified. The Menu interface corresponds to the main menu. This interface is composed by a `presentacionalObject`, a `text` and three `anchors`, one to accede to the Informatics Engineering (6 year career) subjects, other to accede to the Informatics Engineering (4 year career) subjects and the last one to accede to the teachers list. SubjectsbyTeacher interface has an object `text` with the name of the teacher and an anchored collection that represent a linked subject list, which allows navigating to an interface where it appears a list of professors who teach the selected subject. TeachersbySubject interface has an object `text` with the name of the subject and an `anchoredCollection` that represents a linked teachers list, which allows to navigate to an interface where appears the list of subject taught by the selected teacher.

2.3.2. Dynamic Presentational Model

Dynamic presentational model describes the behaviour of the interface objects, i.e. when a user triggers the change of information in frame or a complete page, when a video or sound is executed, or when the system gives back an answer after having completed a form. UWE proposes to use UML state diagrams [16] to represent the behaviour of these objects. A state is specified by a name, entry and exit actions, internal transitions, and/or substates.

3. Design Stage Approach

In the previous section we used UWE to design a WAP application. The aim was to demonstrate, there exists a well-founded way to design WAP applications using a specific methodology for web applications. Now giving an additional value to this work it seems interesting to us to make some adaptations to UWE, to orient it specifically to the development of WAP applications. These adaptations are centered in:

- Develop models and specific diagrams for WAP applications using UWE notation.
- Reduce the total amount of documentation generated in the design stage, orienting the models and diagrams specifically to the development of WAP applications.

3.1 Why is it important to avoid excessive amounts of documentation?

A well-known trouble, mainly in the development of hypermedia applications, is the generation of excessive documentation. In our example, this problematic is noticed in the excessive amount of diagrams generated in the application design step, considering that the other steps also produce a significant bit of documents, the resultant amount is extremely exaggerated and in most
of cases generates huge difficulties [17,18], due to this it is necessary to consider some ideas proposed by Agile Software Development [19]:

- The documentation must be created and maintained only if it provides an important additional value for the project.
- The redundant documentation must be eliminated.
- The development of models and documentation requires a concerted effort that often it inhibits to reach the primary target of the project to obtain a quality product in a short time.
- When the documentation is excessive the maintenance of it self becomes a too expensive and bureaucratic task
- While greater amount of documentation, more effort is required to find the precise information.

3.2 Is it possible to reduce the total amount of documentation?

In our case, it is really possible to reduce the documentation, essentially because a WAP application is composed by a smaller amount of multimedia elements and internal interactions in comparison to a web system (due to the limitations related with bandwidth and size display). These limitations allow us to design a WAP application, developing a smaller amount of documentation than the required for the development of a web system.

3.3 How can we reduce the total amount of documentation?

In the design stage proposed by UWE, we need to build the conceptual model plus four UWE design models. Figure 9 shows the models built in the design steps proposed by UWE.

![Figure 9 Models built in the design steps proposed by UWE.](image)

Our proposal gives a specific extension of UWE for the development of WAP applications and related to this we obtain a reduction in the total amount of documentation generated in the design stage. To get this, we propose the design in three steps, but with the use of only two diagrams, the conceptual model plus our new WAP navigation model. Figure 10 shows the models built in the design steps of our proposal.

![Figure 10 Models built in the design steps of our proposal.](image)
3.4 Conceptual Design

The conceptual design proposed fundamentally does not present variations with UWE, nor to the other web development methodologies, due to the fact that the conceptual model is the product obtained in this stage. This model already is the standard in the applications development and represents the base for the classes development and the system data base.

3.5 Navigational Design and Presentational Design

In these steps we propose to replace the four UWE design models (shown in figure 9) for a new unique UWE based model called WAP navigation model (shown in figure 10). This model will serve us to understand the navigation and existing relations among each one of the nodes of the system. Within this model we will also include the interfaces abstract design. Figure 11 shows the navigation model proposed, applied to the same study case.

This model can support two steps: navigational design and presentational design. In this model each interface and each anchor or anchored collections has an identifier. This way it is possible to recognize the target interface when starting navigation, for example, in the interface menu the anchor *Informatics Engineering (4 year career)* it is identified with 2, which indicates that anchor carry us to the interface with identifier 2 (*Informatics Engineering -4 year career-)*. Therefore the complete information of all the system navigation is contained in the model. Furthermore, using the UWE notation, the abstracts interfaces also are contained in the model.

It is possible that the model turns out to be very huge when the system has many nodes, but we can construct a summarized model [20] using only the identifiers. Figure 12 shows the corresponding reduced navigation model.
4. Implementation

In this section a sketch of the implementation of our study case will be given, mainly to understand some advantages that our model provides at the implementing time of the application:

- The clarity of the navigation model allows us to easily understand the system navigation and therefore a fast construction of the links between nodes.
- The similarity between the abstract interfaces and the final interfaces allows us to easily understand the objects layout inside the screen.
- The simplicity of the model and the abstract interfaces reduces the learning period in being able to use the methodology.
- The previous aspects aim to reduce resources needed and time used in the application development.

Figure 13 shows the similarity between abstract interfaces and final interfaces. In addition we can easily compare and understand the navigation depicted by the proposed navigational model.
Figure 14 shows wml and php codes of the subjectbyTeacher page (deck), in which we can see the database connection, the objects layout using tables and the links to other pages (decks).

```
<?php echo "<?xml version='1.0'??>"; ?>
<!DOCTYPE wml PUBLIC "-//WAPFORUM//DTD WML 1.1//EN" "http://www.wapforum.org/DTD/wml_1.1.xml">
<?php
$cone = mysql_connect ("localhost", "<user>", "<password>") or die ("Can't Connect");
$desc = mysql_select_db("infoweb", $cone) or die ("Can't Open DataBase");
$n = 0;
$sqlres = "select * from folder where user = '".$teacher."'";
$res = mysql_query($sqlres,$cone) or die ("Query Error");
?>
<wml>
<card id="t1" title=<? echo $teacher ?>>
<p>
<?
while ($res = mysql_fetch_array($res)){
<?}?
</p>
<table>
<tr>
</tr>
</table>
</p>
<anchor>
Informatics Engineering (6 year career)
</anchor>
<anchor>
Informatics Engineering (4 year career)
</anchor>
<anchor>
Teachers
</anchor>
</card>
</wml>
```

**Figure 14** Code of the subjectbyTeacher deck.

5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we prove, using a study case, that we can design WAP applications using UWE, a specific methodology for the design of web systems.

In addition, we presented a new UWE based model called WAP navigational model for the navigational design and presentational design steps, which synthesize the navigational and presentational aspects in only one diagram. The use of this model has demonstrated that it provides advantages such as clarity, simplicity to understand the system domain and to reduce resources needed and time used in the application development.

The proposed navigation model is the beginning of a complete study of the WAP applications development process, which will be applied in the development of different applications for mobile systems, to obtain experience and develop patterns and a tool CASE that allows us to simplify still more, the whole life cycle of WAP systems.
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